Interior tomography is an emerging area, which is for theoretically exact reconstruction of an internal region of interest (ROI) only from local projection data directly associated with the ROI. Here we focus on the ideas and implications of interior tomography, and discuss future research, development and applications.
INTRODUCTION
While classic CT theory is for exact reconstruction of a cross-section or volume from transversely or entirely complete projections [1] , numerous real-world applications only concern with an internal, often relatively small, region of interest (ROI) [2] [3] [4] . Over the past decades, the conventional wisdom has been that such an ROI cannot be precisely reconstructed only from truncated projections collected with a radiative beam through the ROI, because this "interior problem" does not, in general, have a unique solution [1] . When a traditional CT algorithm is applied for local reconstruction from "incomplete" data, quantitative accuracy is compromised or lost in reconstructed images.
By "interior tomography" [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , we mean the theoretically exact solution to the long-standing interior problem assuming appropriate yet practical knowledge. In this sense, it is different from either traditional local tomography that settles with an approximate solution over an ROI [14] or well-known lambda tomography that only captures significant changes in an ROI [15] . Various kinds of knowledge are possible to enable interior tomography, such as a known subregion in an ROI [5] [6] or a sparsity model of an ROI [10, 16] . The first journal paper was published by Ye et al. in May 2007 [5] , where we presented a rigorous theoretical analysis, an iterative algorithm and numerical evidence for interior tomography assuming a known subregion in an ROI. Interior tomography was also independently worked on by leading peers [6, 8] . All these results support each other. The first patent was issued in April 2010 [12] .
It is emphasized that the interior problem and approximate solutions were extensively studied in the 1980s and early 1990s [14] [15] [17] [18] [19] , and the fact that reliable image reconstruction cannot be performed from truncated projection data contributed to the current CT architectures whereby the detectors are sufficiently wide to cover a transaxial section fully. With its exact nature and scanning flexibility, interior tomography may promote a paradigm shift in the CT architecture design.
A misconception is occasionally heard that approximate local reconstruction is only one constant away from the truth. According to page 169 of Natterer's classic textbook [1] , the ambiguity is an infinitely differentiable function whose variation is relatively small well within an ROI but it increases rapidly towards the boundary of the ROI and is not bounded over the ROI. The magnitude estimates in Table 4 .1 on page 170 of the same book [1] are ~2-13% for a subregion of an ROI, which are considered very significant because the CT number variation of soft tissues is in this range. Actually, we have recently proven that a non-zero constant ambiguity in an ROI is simply impossible [20] , suggesting the non-trivialness of interior tomography.
As an emerging area, interior tomography brings outstanding research opportunities and promises numerous practical applications. In the following, we comment on a few of major aspects of interior tomography. For more details, you are referred to our divisional website: http://www.imaging.sbes.vt.edu.
LESS MEANS DEEPER
Generally speaking, use of less projection data for exact image reconstruction demands deeper insight, more advanced theory and more powerful tools. Remarkably, the development of CT theory is to use an increasingly smaller amount of data for accurate image reconstruction. Examples include half-scan fan-beam reconstruction [21] and Tamwindow-based cone-beam reconstruction [22] . Each relaxation of the data condition is always made by theoretical advancement.
In the classic CT literature, a minimum dataset consists of transversely or entirely complete projections. Such a "global" dataset permits theoretically exact reconstruction of a cross-section or a volume. In contrast, interior tomography offers an exact inner vision over any ROI only from directly related local projection data, demonstrating, in an essential sense and for the first time, the irrelevance of non-local data for local reconstruction. This decomposition has sharpened our understanding of the relationship between the image and projection domains, which shows the locality correspondence across these domains.
This general relationship is based on the Gel'fandGraev theory [23] : Backprojection of differentiated projection data over a PI-line segment gives the truncated Hilbert transform over it. As a side note, the recently developed backprojection filtration (BPF) algorithms in various cases [24] were nicely covered by the Gel'fandGraev theory [23] . Interior tomography theory has now established that such truncated Hilbert transform data can be uniquely and practically inverted under various quite general assumptions on an ROI [5] [6] [7] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
The first working assumption for interior tomography is the availability of a known subregion in an ROI [5] [6] . In many scenarios, a subregion is indeed known in advance, such as air in airways, blood through vessels, or images from prior scans. Our work [5] was inspired by Defrise et al.'s work on the partial PI line based Hilbert transform inversion [25] . Initially, we struggled hard to perform exact local reconstruction assuming one known point in an ROI. This attempt was to solve a conjecture posed in our R01 proposal funded in 2003 that Katsevich' helical cone-beam reconstruction [22] can be done along a bundle of curves within the Tam window. We were not successful with interior tomography until a known point was replaced with a known subregion of non-zero measure.
There are situations where no precise information is available on a subregion. To address this problem, the second working assumption we figured out is that the ROI is piecewise constant or piecewise polynomial [9, 12] . Then, the total variation (TV) minimization or high order TV (HOT) minimization can be performed with the data discrepancy minimization to solve the interior problem uniquely [9, 12] . The heuristics behind the TV or HOT minimization is that any "ghost" function invisible from measured local data would induce higher TV or HOT values. Hence, such a ghost cannot survive the TV or HOT minimization. Further extensions are possible, such as with a more effective transform based compressibility. Note that the piecewise smooth assumption is already a rather generic image model [13] , somehow like the limited bandwidth for digital signal processing.
LESS MEANS LARGER
Acquisition of less projection data is achieved with a narrower beam, and an object larger than the beam width is not a concern now. In other words, interior tomography can handle objects larger than a field of view (FOV). This flexibility can certainly enhance the utility of a CT scanner.
In nano-CT studies, one reduces a sample into a narrow x-ray beam for complete projection profiles. In this tedious process, morphological and functional damages may be induced. Supported by an NSF/MRI grant and in collaboration with Xradia, we are developing the next generation nano-CT system capable of focusing on an ROI and reconstructing it accurately within a large object. In a geo-science project, fossils from the Ediacaran Doushantuo Formation (ca. 551-635 million years old) are investigated, which are too valuable to be broken, demanding interior tomography. Another example is the big patient problem, when a patient is larger than the FOV of a CT scanner, which can now be solved using interior tomography.
LESS MEANS FASTER
Less data means a smaller detector size, a faster frame rate, and more imaging chains, all of which contribute to an accelerated data acquisition process. Clearly, the evolution of the CT technology is for faster and faster scanning. Spiral/helical CT is revolutionary [24] because it enables truly volumetric and dynamic tomographic x-ray imaging, utilizing a high-tech slip ring, a modern detector array, sophisticated reconstruction methods and system architectures. The scanning speed of 3 turns per second has reached the mechanical upper bound. While dual-source scanners are well received, the scanning speed is still not sufficient to handle challenging cases of fast or irregular heart beating and other physiological processes. The physical obstacle to use more sources is the rather limited gantry space where at most we can assemble a triple-source system [26] .
An interior tomographic imaging chain uses a smaller detector, weighs lighter, facilitates faster rotation, records less data, and transfers them more rapidly. Thus, multiple thinner imaging chains can be fitted into a gantry for simultaneous data acquisition and ultrafast interior reconstruction [9] . This multi-source interior tomography scheme allows, in the limiting case, instantaneous temporal resolution, which is the fastest unless the speed of light can be surpassed, which is impossible by Einstein's relativity.
In the CT field, "CT" and "scanning" have been together and inseparable. Nevertheless, with the multisource interior tomography scheme, a snapshot of an ROI is feasible without any scanning. When such a snapshot does not adequately cover a feature of interest, one can always take another snapshot. In other words, one can roam within an object without scanning. Although these snapshots are not taken at the same time, each of them is an instant reflection of the ROI at the corresponding moment.
LESS MEANS LESS

Less data is equivalent to less radiation dose, because of not only a narrower beam but also a less angular sampling requirement in the longitudinal studies or multi-scale scenarios.
The smaller an ROI is, the narrower the beam will be, and the less radiation dose involved. Because of the narrower beam, scattered photons become less, which improves contrast resolution. Then, one can reduce radiation dose further, given the same spatial and contrast resolution as that of the global reconstruction from a complete dataset.
Interestingly, for a smaller ROI in a case of a known background outside the ROI, the spatial and contrast resolution of global reconstruction can be maintained for interior reconstruction at a less angular sampling rate. In other words, the number of projections can be reduced with interior tomography, so is the radiation dose by this measure.
Recently, compressive sensing has been a hot topic in the signal processing community. Inspired by this powerful theory, we also studied "few-view" interior tomography and obtained encouraging results [27] . Another dimension towards dose reduction is to perform statistical interior tomography, which is an adapted version of conventional statistical reconstruction. Our pilot studies on statistical interior reconstruction are promising.
Note that less data and less radiation mean lower cost and safer CT systems. Efforts in this direction will be significant to reduce discrepancy between developed and developing countries and regions. Again, acquisition of transversely or entirely complete projections is no longer necessary for either "low-end" or "high-end" CT systems.
LESS MEANS MORE
Use of less data for local image reconstruction is advantageous in more modalities, such as other straight-ray tomographic models and small-angle curvilinear beam forms, and more applications of various types.
We have extended interior tomography to other imaging modalities including MRI, electron tomography, and SPECT [28] [29] . Interior MRI is straight forward since it is a Fourier imaging method, so is interior electron tomography. Interior SPECT is more complicated because of the attenuated Radon transform model. Interestingly, less data means more computational time. It seems reasonable to take more computational time for exact ROI reconstruction from less data. In a sense, prior knowledge, projection data and computational time appear exchangeable resources. Arguably, prior knowledge and algorithmic tricks are more important for interior tomography than they are for conventional tomography.
We are working on proton interior tomography and other possibilities. Interior tomography can find more applications whenever one wants to handle larger objects, reduce radiation dose, and improve scanning speed and so on, such as for infrastructure imaging, airport screening and non-destructive evaluation.
LESS IS NOT ALWAYS BETTER
While compressive sensing inspired reconstruction algorithms produce visually pleasing images, diagnostically critical information may be hidden or lost [30] . This potential risk is substantial with interior tomography. In practice, the minimum amount of data can only be determined in a task specific fashion, through extensive tests, and with an optimized algorithm. Whenever the information carried by data is less than the freedom of the sparsest model for an ROI, the solution will not be unique, and the promise of interior tomography cannot be hold. This pre-caution must be underlined to avoid any adverse effect.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
In the functional space the classic CT theory assumes [1] , a theoretically exact local reconstruction does requires a global dataset. However, when the functional space is restricted by appropriate knowledge such as a known subregion or to a proper space such as piece-wise constant or polynomial functions, a theoretically exact local reconstruction can be indeed performed from a local dataset. This link of localities is somehow in analogy to the physical reality. While in quantum electrodynamics all things are related and anything goes everywhere, in classic physics any action is local and logical.
We run a multi-scale CT facility, which covers a six order of magnitude range in terms of object size and image resolution (http://www.imaging.sbes.vt.edu/research/samct). An interior imaging capability can be implemented for nano-, micro-and macro-CT to enhance the imaging performance significantly. Down the scale by one or two orders of magnitude, quantum mechanism would take an effect, and the line integral model may not be useful. Up the scale further, one may consider interior infrastructure imaging, cargo examination and so on. Going up even further, one may consider planet interior imaging, which is obviously too much for our generation.
Although biomedical x-ray CT has been based on the attenuation mechanism, the advancement on grating based imaging with a hospital grade x-ray source has opened a door for multi-parameter CT studies, involving not only linear attenuation but also dark-field and refraction. The gratings are the key components but they are difficult to make and model in large size. Interior grating-based imaging will be a good topic.
X-ray photon-counting energy-sensitive detection is another revolutionary technology. It will transform current gray-scale CT to future true-color CT. Spectral information including K-edge contrast may elevate multi-energy CT from a structural imaging modality to functional, cellular and molecular imaging tools. True-color interior tomography can be instrumental in these applications.
We are excited by the bright future of interior tomography, and very much interested in theoretical extension, computational optimization, systematic evaluation, biomedical applications, and interdisciplinary collaboration. Those who would like to explore this territory are more than welcome to contact us.
